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hepatitis. Morphology and cell lineage relationships of hepatitis were investigated in 50 Japanese patients with anti-smooth-

muscle antibody, including anti-HLA-DRw14. In the context of the present study, patients with HLA-DRw14 did not
necessarily have hepatitis in the clinical entity commonly referred to as 'liver-smooth muscle antibodies' (LSA) positive. The

positive rate of hepatitis was slightly higher in HLA-DRw14-positive patients with LSA than in HLA-DRw14-positive patients
with LSA without hepatitis. The mechanisms that lead to the development of hepatitis were suggested to be: (i) homogenous
immune complex deposition of anti-smooth-muscle antibody, (ii) multinucleated giant cells, and (iii) fibrous replacement.

Therefore, HLA-DRw14 may play a significant role in the pathogenesis of hepatitis.Q: Find the first value of a node in a linked
list I was solving one coding challenge on codility and I came across this question and I am unable to find a solution. Given a

linked list and a value x to search for, write a method that returns the index of x in the linked list or -1 if x does not exist.
Example: Input: linkedList = [1,5,3,7,9] x = 6 output = 2 Now, I would like to
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